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River dolphins as flagship-species for fishery management and habitat conservation in the Amazon basin
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Despite this, governments are still not
producing effective management
protocols. Using the river dolphins as an
flagship species, Fernando is leading a
collaborative international effort involving
the governments of Venezuela, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia in an ambitious
attempt to produce a coordinated
approach to the region. A vital first step is
already underway with support from IUCN
to develop regional Action Plans to protect
aquatic ecosystems in South America,
combining research, education and
economic alternatives for local people.
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Fernando is a Marine Biologist with a passion
for cetaceans. Born in Bogota, Colombia, he
obtained a Masters degree from Greenwich
University, London, before completing his
PhD in Zoology at Aberdeen University,
Scotland. A world expert on river dolphins, in
1993, he established the Colombian NGO
Foundation Omacha to promote conservation
of river species and their ecosystems in
South America through education and
research. He leads a large team of
conservationists who have since the 1990s
worked to establish effective management
initiatives to protect rivers. Fernando believes
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Biologist and dolphin researcher (survey

Location of Project

design & statistical analysis)

Place/Town Leticia and Puerto Nariño,

Marcela Portocarrero Aya

Colombia and across South America

Endangered Species Program Coordinator

Region Amazon and Orinoco river basins
Country Colombia

Project website
www.omacha.org
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